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Notes·left?

'

I•

Student's death
·piobti'confinues
.

.

'

by Jim Crosby
Editor

current information, Tearnan
either dove or fell under the
An EWU student, identifying rear wheels of a large delivery
himself as a "friend" of the truck. The vehicle was being
student killed on campus by a driven by Dave Samp~on, phototruck S~pt. 21, said he witnessed graphy editor of The Easterner.
the victim intoxicated✓ about
Sampso~ said he did not see
three-and-a-half hours before the Tearnan at any time during the
fatal 6:36 p.m. accident. ·
incident. He was not charged by
Further, the source said the police in connection with the
victim, Mark Ray Tearnan, 32, accident.
Auburn, Wash., left at least two
Gardner said 'rtwsday he could
notes in his dormitory room. It not comment on Tearnan's concould not be determined if the dition prior to the incident until
I
notes were of a suicidal nature.
he re.ceived the results of toxiThe source told The Easterner
cology tests.
,
he had been instructed by polic~ · To date, information gathered
not to divulge the contents of the · through the investigation indinotes.
cates that Tea-i:nan's death was
However, Cheney Police Chief
apparently "a purpm~eful act,"
,,,
Jerome D. Gardner
would
Gardner said. But, he said, there
neither confirm nor deny. the
are n'\conclusive restllts.
contents of the notes.
"BasicallYr, from st~~~ments of
"I do not know of any notes,"
witnesses and his behavior prior
he said. "If' there were notes, I
to the incident, it is leading in
haven't been notified," the chief that,direction," he said.
_
said.
· Gardner said he talked to
On the intoxication issue the people who had either seen
student said Tearnan "was sit- Tearnan or talk;ed to him before
ting in a chair about 3 p.m.1' on the inci~nt, but declined to
the day of the accident, "and, in reveal the content of those conmy opinion, he was really. drunk.
versations.
He was unable to talk or any·The investigation continues
thing. He tried to say something,
wi.th tests of "the physics" of the
but the words would not come incident, whether or not ·"it i~
out" the student recalled.
possible to,fall under the truck,,
The whereabouts of Tearnan
Gardner sai(l.
·
between 3 and 7 p.m. could no~ be
Last week, two Cheney patrolimmediately determi·ned. A po- men recorded measurements of
lice investigation is continuing.
the truck, which is parked in Lot
Gardnersaid, that according to 16.
11
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Anybody going.down?
Kelley Tucker, a former ROTC member, displays
mountain climbing techniques Monday ~on the south

wall of the PUB. --Easterner photo by Dave
Sampson

.Unleaded premium

-

Women.'s Centers' unique

I

. car,'' says Shields, who ~grees
b~ Jerry King
with his across~the-streetSoon to disappear is precompetitor,
Mark Gi'fford,
mium gas.
propri~or and mechanic of
At- least three major oil
~ark's
Chevron Service.
companies no longer sell pre1
. riGasohol may cause probmium east ot the Rockies. And ·
,
lems for older, high mileage
two others have· stopped
cars,
'' Gifford said. 1'The alcomaking lead~d premium altohol will clean out any sedigether.
ment
,in the gas tank and may
The reason is the demise of
clog fu~J filters.'"
the high-horsepower, lowThe best alternative to premileage engine. Today's
mium, according to both me.n,
smaller engines, equipped
is
an even newer product than
with catalytic converters, regasohol. They can it unleaded
quire unleaded fuel -- and that
premium.
is what stations are selling.
"Unleaded premium is deOne alternative to premium
signed for high performance
gas, which has received much
engines," Giffo~d says. "It
attention, is gasohol. It is a
will.have an octane of 95 or 96
mixture of unleaded gas and
percent which is even higher
alcohol and has good anti~
than that in (leaded) premium
knock characteristics, providsold
today."
ing higoer octane than leaded
Gifford says unleaded preor unleaded regular.
mium,
which is scheduled to
Gary Shields, owner and
make
its
debut in January,
operator of Gary's Union 76 in
can be used in practically any
CheQey, explains that lead
car, new or old.
was originally added to gaso"Slight adjustments may be
line as a cheap means of
·
needed
in some cars' timing or
raising the octane level.
carburation, but the adjust''Octane is an anti-knock
ments would not be expensive
ingredient. It helps eliminate
or
time consuming."
engine pinging," Shields ~ays.
Gifford's advice to motor"That pinging sound is caused
ists:
"Try unleaded premium ·
by pre-igniting of the pistons.''
for awhile. If it doesn't work
"But gasohol may have its
out, there's always regular."
drawbacks if you own an older
;

by Mari Perrotti
Entertainment Editor

Surely, the "Cosmo"
goddess immortalized by
Stephen Hughes' .article is
alive and well in a few fem ales
on this- campus. She represents, however, a narrow example of the diverse female
population at EWU.
More than 1,000 women over
25 are students here. Many
more are between the ages of
18 and 25. Within these two
groups, there are housewives
turned students, fresh out-ofhigh school coeds, single
mothers, and endless combinations of career goals and
educational aspirations. They
share two characteristics:
they are women, and they are
living during a period in which
the choices available to them
in t~rms of education and
person~l development, are
seemingly endless.
The Women's Center, 114
Monroe Hall, is unique in that
it ffers a rich array of services to women in both areas.
Established in 1976, the
Women's Studies program
eventually branched out from
academic studies into other
areas. Under the direction of
Patricia J . Coontz, the Center

has pooled the resources of
various departments into a
veritable treasure chest of
services designed to further
the potential of EWU women.
Women's Studies offers.a 14
credit minor in addition to a
variety of. classes offes;-ed in
copperation with other departments . The program offers a
"interdisciplinary study of
women: their history, their
lives, their contributions.
A sampling of courses offered fall quarter includes:
Psycholog of Women, Alternatives to Domestic Violence,
Coping with Re-entry, and
Racism and Sexism.
For women returning to
college after years of motherhood, the Center provides essential information. Specialists from the Center for Experiential Learning and the
Counseling Center can advise
women in the ways that experience gained outside the classroom can be used for academic credit.
Non-academic services at
the center run the gamut from
medical/ gynecological referr al service to legal information. Personal counseling is
available. Workshops in auto
continued on page 9.

Registered?
Haven't had the chance to
register to vote? Weli, today and
tomorrow you will. Representative from the Associated Students
of Eastern Washington University and the Washington Association of University Students will be
in the PUB registering students.
EWU President H. George
Frederickson urged all students
to registet' and vote.
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7 your Candidate stand?
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Assistant Editor
Marijuana reform laws are not a hot issued~ this year's presidential
election. Little or no attention has been paid to this issue.
However, the National Organization for the Reform of. Marijuana
Laws <NORML) has studied what some of the presidential aspirants
have said and done about pot in the past.
This is what NORML has found.
President Jimmy Carter, who was elected·on a decriminalization
platform., has been conspicuously silent on the marijuana issue. It is
no wonder because even though the Democratic candidate said he
supported d~criminalization four years ago, once he got elected he
forgot about his pledge.
.
He did, however, vigorously defend spraying paraquat on Mexican
marijuana fields.
President Carter has been keeping a low profile on the pot issue
since 1978, when the l)ress reported some of his top aides were getting
"high" on grass. Those reports were quickly denied, and since then
the Carter Administration has been getting cozy with anti-pot
activists to clean up rts image.
••

.,

..
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:Lyman

to the poverty -problem: ''For
agai(!St those ''macl dog$.''
over 200 years we successfully
And this ,is the same guy who
Staff Writ('r
fought a war on poverty with our . talks about,people in this country
It is bitter pill to swallow, an
system of capitalism and free
getting free lunches. Right, Jl_o .
even tougher task to say it with a
enterp'rise." Reagan refers t~
In 1970, thoug he w~s . an
Gov. Ronald Reagan, the Republican nominee, doesn't mince word~
straight face. But here goes. Now
welfare ,s "cancer ea!ing at our
acknowledged millionaire, Ron- •about marijuana. He's definitely against it.
let m"e introduce to you thf}
vitals."
nie paid no stat income .Jax.
The former-California goverpor has called marijuana "the nation's
President of the United States,
His essence of sex appeal.'is still
Again,.bull'. And to think he was most dangerous-drug."
,
.
• embodied in the 1?4()'s celluloid
Ronald Reagan.
.
paid 'to act.
,
·u ele~ted, Reagan probably would be a.s vociferously anti-pot as he :it.,.
'. Now , did that hurt? It should . image: The hat1dsome cowboy
Unempfoyed? Well, Ronnie's ·was when he was governor, when he ve~oed several bill~ proposed to
. have. But let's forget it 'for •sittin"g tall in the saddle (Oh,,
your man,.if you can believe him.
reduce penalties for simple possession.
remember those Death Valley . . His promised solution to unem; •
. awhile.
Rep. John Anderson, the independen_t ~ep~bli~an cong~ess~~n
•. Let us ta!k -about something
Days. Boring. Not Borax, but
ployment is simple: He P ints to from Illinois, has stated he faUpports decr1mmahzatloJJ, and thmks 1t 1s
... important: A saq ~ay for ~IJ}eri- ·.boring.)·.
.
the help-wanted ads ·~·s e~id~nce · a waste of time and money to treat marijuana users as criminals .
~ can"l)Olitics,js the .day·when ~an ·. ·•wiial is the incident mosf likely
that· there · are "plef!ty'• of Jobs
He· is clear.ly more outspoken and liberal thari·Jimmy Carter was in
to provoke him to push the
ac.h>r, .~tns.. t)le.r,~~s.1~d~~ti.al:~l~c(that) exist." " , · :• · ·.... .
•l t 197ij but he'does not have el'ltiuih of a track rec'ord,fo ·pr~tct wha'f tie
tion race. · •T hat day , will ,come
buttbn? ·Wh only- the mo~t exYou may askr, d~s he stm Have wouid
as president.
when Ronaid Reagan c;ompletes
freme test of estern marihood,
friends? You bet, f~r starters, · 'Fhrou'ghout his tenure in the House of Representative~, Anderson
such as ·the proverbial insult.
a life-long dream, something _he
two of his better bu dies are ~eal did not co-sponsor any decriminalization bills. Smee ne began his
has wanted to do since h~ was
Such as might be delivered by
dicks, Richard Nixon and Rich- presiderltial campaign, however, he has embraced the pot reform
president of his fraternity.
Panama's Brig. Gen. Omar
ard V. Allen.
issue.
,
Once again, I am _gain to Torrijos <or any other ' ' tinhorse
. And even more, Reagan holds
Ed Clark the Libertarian Party candidate, unequivocably has the
scrutinize some of those ccute
dictator/' for that matter.) insultthe distinction of h~ving_ s~nt the most progr~ssive views ori the marijuana lSSUe.
. . .
statements Ronnie (er, should I
ing Nancy or her husband's
last man to Cahforma s gas
•If Clark had his way, he would repeal all marijuana laws, mcludmg
say, Prez Ronnie) has _.been · horse.
_
ehamber. He r efused t.? atte nd laws which prohibit the sale of marijuana.
making throughout his tenure in
But on the -domestic scene,
the clemency hearing. Instead he
, A support~r of full legalizat\ont qaricwould like to see a free ma~ket
public life (I mean, public office).
Ronnie shows depth and underw_ent to t_he. ~cademr Aw~rds approach to marijuana, whic_!l would permit legal. possession,
This time my heip is that radical
standing of the real issues whic_h
dinner. Priorities'? Busmess f~rst. cultivation and sale by.adµlts without overnment regulation or taxes.
newsmonthly Mother Jones, Jan-. confront the mainstream of
During th Vietnam war, -RonBarry Com'moner, the· Ci.tizens Party candidate, has no pu~lic
uary, 1980.
·
America (anything that is writnie, complaining about military ,record on .the· pot i~sue and could not be reached for comment.
Many people have no idea who
ten in the Reader's Digest) .
.., doves, said, "They lk., .with tlie
'
Ronald Reagan is, I have my
His preferred campaign issue
fear of a child.going into the dark,
is the never-ending phony claim
doubts that Ronnie knows who
about dying ...It may come as a
Ronnie really is. His ~utobio- about. how he successfully
surprise to them, but the fact ~s,
"reformed" welfare . 'in Califorgra'phy, written in 1965, summed
we will all die." (Ronnie's 'i'liliit well witli the title, "Where's the
nia. Bull. Last week I snot that
tary career consisted .of service
Rest of Me?"
.
theory all to hell.
in San FranciscQ. a d, later, in
Let me trY. to fil in the missing
And he does not change his
Hollywood, with a motion picture
l
parts with s·ome collective com- attitude to ard blacks· and their
unit).
.
'
ments and ext_ernal observations.
problems, it seetns. For ii;istance,
Concerning
environmental
EWU President H. George Frederickson recently announced some
Most people don't' realize RonRon's attitudes toward black and
standards, Reaga.n shows his good news: a record ~nroUment this quarter of more than 8,000
the ghetto rebellio.ns in the late
nie was a Democrat until 1962.
deep thinking with this: "115,000 students.
They don't know his solution
'60's was to call for more force
acres of trees in the state park
Knowing how various departments like to get in on good news (and I
system is a lot to look at. How assum~ this is good news), one can imagine a flood of announcements
long can you just look?"
·
in the upcoming weeks.
.
r
And what about a strategy for
' '
coping with people who disagreed
with him? Well, you decide.
Ronnie's strategy for coping with
student demonstrators: " If it
Editor . . .... .. .. . ..... . .. . .. .... .... : . ..... . .. . . . . . . .. .. .Jim Crosby
takes a bloodbath, let's get it over
Assistant Editor ............. . .. .. .. . .. . . ......... ... . . Kerry Lyman
with. No more appeasement.''
. .
Entertai
nt Editor .. . . . . . . . ... . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. ... . . . Mari Perrotti
Have you had enough of these
,
Sports Editor. . ... .. . .. . . . . .... .. .. .. ..... . .... . ........ Jerry King
"cute" statements on political
Photo Editors .... .. .. . ... , . ..... . .. ·;•Dave Sampson, Je~ny L. Santos
and ocial problems of the day?
Reporters .... _. : .. Debbie L. Bohnet; Deneen Dorsey, Bobbi J. Giesler,
Here is one more. This might
For instance, the Finaneial Aid Office could boost its image by
Dennis Hays, Kelly Hitchcock, Ginny Kavanaugh,
win "The Most Ridiculous/ announcing that mor students have received financial aid this
Don Pearce, Jack Peasley, Wanda Pipkin, Rory TalkiJ1gton
Outrageous Public Statement'' quarter. Of cours , ttiis was obvious · to anyone who walked into
Columnists . ..... . ......... . .. . ..... Steve H. Hughes, Kenn Kassman
award: ''You and I have been Showalter Hall and glanced upward and saw the second floor
Staff Artists . . . .. .. . . .. . .. , . ...... . ... . .... . ... Mike Ellis, Mark Luna
told there are no simple answers dangerously saggi g under the weight of money-poor students.
Advertising Manager . . .. . ........... .. .............. Henry Strickler
to the complex problems which
The Bookstore, not to e outdone, could announce it had record
Circulation Manager . ..... . .............. . ............ John Hawkins
are beyond our comprehension. w·aiting lines this quarter. According to some individuals, the lines
Advisor ... . . . .. . .... .. . ,..... . ........ . .... . ............ Tom Burnett
Well, the truth -0f it is, ther~ are were so long (get this) pitchers of beer were being passed up the lines
The Easterner is the student newspaper of Eastern Wijshington
simple answers." And this man from Goofy's Tavern in downtown Cheney.
University, funded by the Associated Students and published each
wants to become President of the
Along with the record increase in students, and, of course, cars, the
Thursday of the regular QU<;\rter. Opinions expressed are th e of the
United States?
Campus Safety Office can expect record receipts from parking tickets
Easterner staff and are not necessarily those of the Associated
Okay, · say President Ronald this year. Rumor has it they have ordered several silver Rolls Royces
Students or admini$ , ation. Address all inquiries and letters to the
Reagan .
to replace their red pickup trucks. After all, with enrollments ,
Easterner, EWU, PUB 119, Cheney, Washington, 99004.
&ay it again. Now say it five increasing year after year, EWU is becoming a major university and
Printed by the Cheney Free Press, Cheney, Washington 99004.
times in a row.
one must keep up the image.
Now look for a bag.
By Steven Hughes
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My friends

·Those Were th6·days

,.

•

It is 2:30Saturday morning. You search yo·u r jean
pocket for the do.-m key. You find it, put it in the
lock, turn it, push open the door, and step into the
dark lounge.
Suddenly you are greeted by a flashlight beam
and the baleful stare of a house mouse.
"Oh, hell, she's caught me. Now I'm .really in for
.it."
Had you been a woman living in EWU's Senior
Hall Dormitory here 15 years ago and had been
caught in that situation, you might have said that.
' But Ro ,longer do women run through SH halls
dressed in muu muus and Micf<ey Mouse caps.
Those days are gone.
A1'd since 1975 Senior llall has housed the offices
of the School of Social Welfare and Human Services
and the Criminal Justice Department.
But occasionally it is refreshing to be able to look
back at the 60s and to the structured living that took
place in Senior Hall.
.
-Some the things coeds today take for granted
were regulated back then. In fact, just about
everything the coeds did (or wanted to do) was
regulated. ....
Women's' Liberation was buried in a file· in the
Associated Women Student's office.
•
One group of regulations (or rules, if you like)
centered on a coed's social life. A woman was ·
instructed on how to handle herself on a date; what
to wear and when; and what time she should be
back inside the dormitory.
Order of the clay: Adhere to' the regs and
everything else will fall into place. Maybe.
"You can make your escort feel proud by letting
him help you with your cpat, open doors, help you
from the car, and extend other co.u rtesies common
to a mature ~ouple. "....
That from a 1965-66 Senior Hall Haridbook issued
to freshman coeds·to be "used as a guide to happier

security would smash through the dining hall lines,
sweep the frightened coed into the back of a cruiser,
and take her. back to Se,iior Hall.
And trying to make things more
amiable t the
•
AWS reserved ''the right to make suggestions to any
individual not complying to campus standards."
Senior Hall resjdents were not the only peol'le
effected by the righteous regs. The men who visited,
dated, and serenaded coe~s had their intentions, for
the most part, stultified:

·••
~

Jim

-"' ·t~J ...

-Crosby

A man's hands were tied, so to speak, when he
dated a coed. He knew, for instance, that if he kept a
woman out after 11 p.m. during the week, he would
be placing her campus freedom in jeopardy.
So men were encouraged to bring the women back
on time, which to many pFoved to be great_stimqli:
'~Rememper, darling, we have only one-half hour
left. So if we're going to do something, let's do it."
So what happened to the coed who decided to
break th~ rules and wear short shorts at 3 a.m. out
in !root of the dorm? Why, she received a demerit, a
regulatory tool that sits in ·the 60s museum
alongside the proverbial wooden paddle and ruler.
The number of demerits a coed received was
determined by what she did. If, for example, a coed
did not sign out or in when she left the dormitory for
an overnight stay (which required permission), she
received one demerit.
living."
In protest, Gloria Steinem_ would have burned
If a coed accumulated three demerits in one
quarter, she was confined to the dormitory for a
the guidebook instead of her bra.
weekend, and ·had to report to the hall assistant
Senior Hall. residents were asked not to neck in
every
hour from noon ~ntil 1 a.m. on Friday and
public, in the hall's lounges or by the door at closing
Saturday, 3-11 p.m. on Sundays.
.
time. "It is quite inconsiderate of those who)~ave to
And
if
that
doesn't
br.;ng
tears
to
your
eyes,
this
watch. If you really care f~r a person, you don't
should: the confined coed could not watch televiwant to share your feelings about· him with the
sion, receive telephone calls (except long distance),
public," the book states.
or have male visitors.
Whoever thought that c;me up must now work for
It was a weekend she most likely would not soon
the federal government or a state agency.
forget.
But did it work? I doubt it.
Striving for "neat, well-dressed coeds," 'the 1965
/ For coeds who broke some of the more "serious"
A WS adopted a dress code that would make most
regs, iike improper conduct in the dormitory halls
current fashion designers cry--with laughter.
with a male, they could be ·brought before (get this)
The campus dress code replaced · the Sears
the Standards Board.
catalog. Women went to it to find out what ·to wear
Standards Board? Sounds like a moralist monoand what not to wear. If a coed got the instructions
poly game <Go to be~. go directly to bed. Do not
mixed up, she would find herself attracting a lot
leave the dorm, do not collect your $200).
more than stares.
The board usually sentenced a coed io a two-week
Regular jeans and short shorts (no distinction·
dormitory
confinement.
made between shorts and short shorts, although I
B~t if a coed m·a naged to accrue no demerits, she
assume it fell somewhere between the buttocks and
was
given an extra· hour outside the dorm. That
knees) could not be worn on campus, except in th~
hour, however, had to be used all at once and could
dorm or if a coed went on an out-of-town picnic or
not be used on a Friday or Saturday.
field trip.
There were only two infraction_s that warranted
It was okay for a coed to wear slacks in the library .
expulsion from the dorm: 1. Alcoholic beverages in
but only on Saturday. She could wear 'them in
a dorm room. 2. Stealing.
.
Showalter Hall, ·but only, during a production's
Some general regufations back then are worthy of
rehearsal or while decorating for a dance or o\her
~~=
'
student activity.
Curtains had to be pulled in the evening hours
The weather, of course, had an influence on what
and
during the day when the students may ha've
the coed could wear. For instance, if the temperabeen improperly dressed.
ture dropped b~low 11 degrees above.zero, slacks or
When
coeds took showers, they were instructed
ski pants were allowed. Some things never change.
to close the shower doors and "not to shout."
And during finals week slacks could be worn in
If there was a man in any dormitory corridor,
the dining hall Monday through Friday, breakfast
other than the houseboy, coeds were told to
and lunch only.
scream out "MAN IN THE llALL."
What about Sundays? You guessed it, "proper
When being serenaded, coeds were told to open
.Sunday dress."
the curtains only when the lights were off. They
So imagine a coed dressed in slacks, blouse and
could
applaud but not talk Qr yell out the window.
shoes, strolling into the dining hall hand-in-hand
You sure have come a long way, baby.
with her boyfriend on a Sunday night. Campus

All students who wish to
fight the TUITION · INCREASE should register to
vote this week.
ALL CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS must fill out an

Associated Students recognition form as soon as possible.
Anyone interested in applying
for ASEWU FINANCIAL
VICE PRESIDENT should fill
out an application immediately.
I

I

I

I
I

''

•

Doug W. Kinney, senior:
~nderson, because he seems
· to be for Iiiitiative 383 and
because there is no other
choice. Also, we will not have
to go t_o war.

Shiela M. Svastisalee, senior:
Jimmy Carter. There isn't
anybody else to vote for Anderson is too idealistic,
Reagan is too radical. And I'm
not voting for Carter because
he's the best man. Unfortun. ately, it is not going to change.

Rogelio R. Garza, senior:
Jimmy Carter. I think we
should all supl)ort him. He is
an honest and sincere man
and has kept us out of a war all
these years. And I think he's
done more for the progress of
minorities than any other
president.

We r~ally encourage COMMUTERS to join committees
so that they can be properly
represented this year.
Two important committees
which need to be filled soon
are the PUB EXPANSION
COMMITTEE and the CENTENNIAL COMMITTEE.
Students will receive ACADEMIC CREDIT. for experience on COMMITTEES if

sponsored by a faculty mem' ber of the COOPERATIVE

Sheri J. Fontana, sophomore:
Ed Clark, because he is a
liberal; mainly for the fact he
is totally different from a
democrat or republfcan. And
his ideas need to be implemented. It's time for change.

Tim R. Nickson, sophomore:
Ronald Reagan. The worst
thing he could do is lead us
into war. Everyone fears that.
But on the positive side, his
record shows he could
straighten up the beauracracy
and the economy. So, I think
that I would vote for a strong
economy, even it if meant
war.

Sherry G. Wollweber, senior:
Reagan, because I lived in
California-and I liked what he
did with the state. One person
can handle that job and I think
Reagan can do it better than
'Carter.

EDUCATION PROGRAM.

All students are welcome to
attend ASSOCIATED STUD~NT COUNCIL MEETINGS

on Monday at 4 p.m.
Expect to see information on
PARKING, THE NURSING
CENTER, and the BON MARCH~ come up in the near

future.
Tickets for the ATLANTA
RHYTHM SECTION are on
sale and are going fast.

..
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entertainment__:~·-----------..:~--;--__.___~~-;---------:-----"'--Fusion 5
plans show
Fusion 5, a contemporary
music ensemble from Moun~
Royal College in Calgary, will
perform at Eastern Washington
University Oct. 2.
The concert will begin at 4 p.m.
in the music building recital hall
on campus.

/'

The program includes Igor
Stravinsky's "Sonata for Two
Pianos," and "Encounters VII'
for two percus~ion by William
Kraft. Works by two of the
graup's members, Greg Murray
and Robert J. Rosen, also will be
featured.

------------------~.-,,-- ---~-.
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festir.tal .to Spok8ne·
by Mari Perrotti
Entertainment Editor

· You are• carrying a full load
this quarter. There are lectures
-to attend, papers to write, and
hours of studying. Perhaps you
have job. There's transportation
to and from your job or school,
and with some luck there's time
enough for some sort of social
life..
In addition to all of the above
you have problems; affordable
housing near campus is a problem, trans~ortation that is
"reliable" breaks down on the
1freeway, and a studen .'s budget
never quite streiches to t)le en9 of
the month: · ·
· , .. <
Sound tY,picai? lf·you can identify with even a few of these
dilemmas then let me ask you to
go just one step further. Take this
hectic -lifestyle and drop one child
into the picture.
The pacing goes something like
a Keystone Cops film. Up at 6
a.m. to a child who dumps his
oatmeal on your research paper,
while you try to rehearse those
Spanish verbs you keep forgetting.
You wou'ld· have studied last
night but the kid had an ear-ache
and would not go to bed until you
finished three Dr. Seuss books.
The two of you get dressed, and
just as you're ready to head for
the door, the telephone rings.
Your babysitter has the flu, it's
8: 15 a.m. and you have a test at 9.
Time ,to pull _out the contingency
plans.
Find the telephone book,
scream at the kid to keep his
crayons away from . the oatmealed research paper and call
emergency babysitters A and B,
hit the stairs, jump in the car,
strap the kid into his ~eat, and off
you go.
Since the car broke down last
week when you had your philosophy test, the gods smile on you
today. Soon you are on the road to
school. Find a parking spot, run
to cl~ss, and slide into your seat
to take that test.

-poets
A $1000 grand prize will be

awarded in the Sixth Annual Fall
:Poetry Competition, sponsored
by .ihe World of Poetry, a quarterly newsletter for poets.
Rules and official entry forms
are available from the World of
Poetry, 2431 Stockton Blvd.,
J;)ept. N, Sacramento, Calif.
95817.

EWU. During spring quarter of
The rest of your classes ·rush
this past year, Dave Holcomb, a
by. While your accounting pro'EwtJ students, faculty an~ staff will have another opportunity to
single parent pursuing a masters enjoy eight Spokane premieres of major foreign films at bargain
fessor. drones on, you -find your
degree in public administration prices, according to Susan Wallace, EWU c~rdinator of the Second
mind wandering. . . where will I
get -the· money for tires this
and social work, decided to form Spokane International Film Festival, which begins Oct. 24 at the
a group. Throughout the ·past Magic Lantern Theatre, S. 123 Wall St., in Spokane.
winter? Why is the kid throwing
· spring· and summer quarters, he
tantrums· every time I tty to
. The Fes_tival, sponsored J9intly by the Magic Lantern Theatre and
has worked to pull together a the University Artist and Lecture Committee, will begin this year with
studv? Can I afford a babysitter
nucleus of interested single par- an unusual mystery story from Australia, .Picnic at Hanging Rock.
so ttiat I ·c an go get drunk Friday
ents who hope to form an organioiglit. · hen will I finish those
Directed by Peter Weir, this film has received much praise from
zation which will offer "support, major film c·ritics for its intriguing plot, beautiful cinematography
dish,~ that seem to be sprouting a
friendship, and information" for and hauntfng music.
variety_ 'o f foul-smelling mithe single-parent who is also a
crobes?
Other films in the series, also chosen because of favorable reviews
student.
Classes ·over, you. sprint from
and audience recommendations, include Aguirre, the Wrath of God,
Hoic·omb, who has ten years
the class,.room, and curse yourself
(from Germany) The Picture Show Man (Australia), Th\:! Wonderful
experience in the social work Crook <France and Switzerland), The Tree of Wooden Clogs (Italy),
for never having the time to talk
field, hared some of his observa- The Marriage of Maria Braun (Germany) Bread and Chocolate
to that interesting person who
tions
singlekeeps askin~ y~1.t to bave lunch
• . on. the "typical"
·'
.
<Italy>, and Perceval (E'rance).
parent student and his or her .. All films are sctiedtiled about a month apart, from October to May,
. -s·ometi'tne. Dow.n th~freeway you
need's .
'
.
poar, pick
thtdcid, ·and home
for one week only, and ·w m·be introduced on Monday nights by area
"It's been my impression that college and university faculty.
you go.
single-parents on this campus are
Children are invariably starvMrs. Alyce Seifurt, Mr. William Kidd, Dr. James Wallace and Dr.
here pursuing educational goals;
ing and cranky from 4 to 6 p.m.
Wayne Kraft will provide introductory remarks for films scheduled
they are not interested in a dating from January to April.
You bribe them with snacks while
.
group or social organization.
you cook dinner. Then you battle
The Festival was developed by Magic Lantern Theatre owner Tom
What they are looking for is a
with them when they will not eat.
Stuart and the EWU Artist and Lecture Committee from a suggestion
support group that can offer by Dr. John Douglas, EWU Assistant Provost, to bring major recent
After dinner it is toys, talk,
information on issues unique to international films to Spokane in order to build more quality-conscious
bath, then bed. Then it is drinks
their situation: discussions that audiences in this area. .
of water, discussions on monsters
deal with finances, child care,
that hide under- the bed, and
Last year's °Festival was very gratifying, both in terms of
and coping."
advice"on how to deal with the
attendance and audience response, according to Mrs. Wallace, and the
Holcomb also indicated that the
bully at the bal>ysitter's who
two sponsors were pleased to continue the series another year,
Counseling Center and the
steals his .toys.
offering substantial discounts for season ticket purchasers.
Women's Center have showed an
It's 9 or 10 in the evening µow..
Local college and university students may buy season tickets at half
avid interest in helping to estabYoll pread out the books, bend
the regular single box office admission price, or only $13 for all eight
lish a single parents organizaover to study, ; rnd fall asleep on
films. Area faculty and staff are entitled t.o a 30 percent discount, or .
tion. "As a group, t1 e need to
your calculus problems until the
$18 per series pass. Season tickets will be on sale Oct. 6-31 at the PUB
develop some political clout. It
alarm rings at 6 a..m. and the day
Information Desk.
would be nice to have the student
starts again.
In addition, the Magic Lantern will sponsor a Festival gr~nd
government sponsor or spend · opening, a one-night-only special showing of another major new film _
If you ar~ a single parent on
some funds on us. We need to
this camp s (or if you ar~ a
on Thursday, Oct. 23, a benefit for KSPS-TV and KPBX-FM. Minimum
.
educate oJhers .a nd ourselves,"
friend of a single parent) you
donation of $5 for season ticket holders, $7.50 for all others, will
he said.
... know that any one, and some.purchase admission to a champagne punch reception and Dinner for
Holcomb feels he has a core of
times all of these things are all
Adele.
interested people and enough
too true to your lifestyle. . The
departmental support to get a
situation is one that often leaves
7
serious program in full-swing tfiis
those involved feeling overye r. He hopes the group will be
whelmed and frustrated. It is also
able
to deal with a myriad of
a situation that has gone virtually
• •
issues such as step~parenting,
unnoticed at this university.
family outings, and a possible
- While there are many proEditor,
child care exchange.
grams and organizations that
Students and f acuity interested
deal with the needs of various
Alas , I have been overlooked again! Mr. Hughes' commentary, m
in
such
a
group
cart-call
and
leave
Search of the Cosmo Woman, left me with the realization that I am
minority groups, the dilemma of
a message· for Dave Holcomb at
part of an ignored segment of EWU women who are not COSMO
single parents, both male and
the Social Work Dept., 359-2282. A
women. The shame of it all!
female, has not been addressed.
However, the germinal seeds of · meeting in Room 113, Martin Hall
Mr. Hughes' omniscent vision about the sexual attitudes of Eastern
is
scheduled
for
Tuesday,
Octowomen
needs stronger lenses.
~
awareness of this problem are
ber 7 from noon until 1 p.m.
In case he is wondering where this exceptional population of women
taking hold in some areas at
spends its time, he might try looking in the library I behind a current
issue of The Washington Post, in the Phase running around the track
or almost anywhere studying.
-le can easily identify these non-COSMO'S by. their healthy good
looks, intelligence, and lack of reputation. These fine ladies can be
.
sexually creative and free, but their s~xuality is not dist;ributed freely.
It takes approximately 38,500 rolls of toilet, paper, 840
We non-COSMO's think good sex is only possible with love, much to
gallons of wax, 30,000 light bulbs, 8,400 rolls of paper
Hughes' disappointmeni, I ~m sure.
towels or 4,100,000 square feet, 17,000 gallons of all
Anyway, no hard feelings to Steve, a third quart~r senior wlio has all
purpose cleaner, and 400 gallons of carpet $hampoo each
the experience to sum up EWU's women's sexual attitudes. (He must
. year to maintain EWU's facilties.
be exhausted! ) Just wanted to speak up for women witb sexual
Robert L. Graham
morals. (By the way, Steve, some of us only brush our teeth twice a
Director of Facilities
day.)
Christine Tate

·up

'Leiter to the editori.

Did You-KnoW
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tudies program gets boost
By Kerry Lyman

Assistant Editor

recently approved Federal
gr nt of $48~000 has allowed
Ea tern Washington University
Whitworth College to comtheir international and compa tive politics courses, resulting in a larger international
stu lies program.
'I1 e new program, called the
Sp ane Consortium for lnternat onal Studies, is expected to
hen fit students at both institu' tio s by allowing students to
er ss-register for classes at
eit er college at no extra cost.
Al. so, the program will offer
sha ed internships and foreign
stu y opportunities.
T e grant comes under the

National Defense Education Act,
Undergraduate International
Studies.
The consortium is jointly administered by EWU's Dr. Ernst
W. Gohlert, who serves as diffector, and Dr. Daniel C, Sanford of
Whitworth, assista.nt director.
Gohlert said in a recent interview that the program makes
Spokane the state's leader in
undergraduate
interna,tional
studies, as programs elsewhere
are either restricted to area or
graduate studies.
Gohlert said future expansion
of consortium membership is
anticipated with the hopeful addition of Spokane's two community
colleges to the program.

"Past programs were too Western oriented; they did not take
into account Third World variables,. • Gohlert said. "The consortium will include Third World
1 d
•
issues
an prov1'd e a more comprehensive study of international
politics.''
In addition to programs for
students, three faculty workshops will be conducted on the
EWU campus within the next
year. Each will discuss different
aspects of international education and will feature nationally
recognized authorities in the
field. The first will be held Oct.
9-11. Some 30 to 40 faculty members from area colleges and
universities are expected to participate.

you ever
If you've been wandering

..

the box and by piece.
minimum fee for all vendors and
Neil
Sherw.ood
of
.Spangle,
a $15 maximum if a vender is a
thro gh Riverfront Park on a
Wash·., sells most of the vegevoting member of the market.
Sat rday, perhaps you've run
tables
one
would
expect
to
find
at
The
fee was made as low as
acr ss Spokane's farmers marpossible to encourage backyard
ket. Ifs called Spokane County · a farmers' market, plus a few
surprises such as gooseberries 1
gardeners to participate. Several
Pubic Market and it's tucked
purple . beans, Jerusalem artineighbors can get together and
awa in the,northbank area.of the
par ,just east of the Flour Mill.
chokes and daisies.
rent one space if they want to get
A retired wheat farmer, Sherrid 'of extra garden produce. To
T e market, open from 8 a.m.
rent a market space, call 456-3673
wood doesn't farm a lot anymore,
to5 .m., features fresh and local
on Fridays.
but grows enough fruits ,and
pr uce and crafts. Much of the
vegetables for fruit stands and
prod ce is harvested the day of
President of the Washington
the arket, which means it's as
the public market.
•
State Farmers Market Associafres as it can be. ,t\lso, down at
Every Saturday the display of
tion, Lloyd Flem, said Spokane's
the arket is the Great Harvest
crafts provides an opportunity to
Public Market is already the
Bre d Company with fresh baked
"support your local artisan" by
second largest market in the
bre
and cinnamon rolls for
buying handmade original items.
state, second only, of course, to
sale
Early Christmas shoppers should
Seattle's Pike Street Market.
K n and Sue Stahl are farmers
take note of the wood, wax and
This is encouraging to the Public,
who participate regularly. On
plaster tr~e ornaments created
Market Association President,
thei small farm in Spring(!ale,
from handmade molds from
Bria~ L~Sall~, who js_prou4,Qf t~e
Wa,s .1 ~ey grow, carrots~garlic , Germany and sow by a SpQkane • market · development, but exand ther veget~bles organically.
resident.
presses concern for its future.
The Stahls normally sell out
This is the first year that
"Volunteers can only give so
befo e the end of the market day.
Spokane County Public Market
much
energy," he said. "After a
Sue raids some of their harvesthas been open. It was organized
while they are tired and want
ed arlic and sells it at their
by a group of local farmers and
others to take over. I think we
boot as practical gifts for the
craftspeople who incorporated
need a paid manager to handle
kite en.
with the State of Washington to
advertising,
farmer contact and
Ot er regular participants at
become the Spokane County PubSaturday operations. There is not
the ublic market are Edith and
lic Market Association. All issues
enough continuity with volunAile Huckaba . of Green bluff,
concerning market management
teers."
. 'l'he Huckabas and their
and policy are handled by the
ter and son-in-law, Brian
board of directors with general
The fees collected by the assoand everly LaSalle, have one of
membership approval. Evenciation pay for business and
the argest vegetable and fruit
tually the market would like to
nursery licenses, liability insurdispl ys every Saturday.
have its own manager, but this
ance; taxes, rent from the city
Be ause they were involved in
year the market has been run
park, advertising and minimal
the rganization of the market,
totally by volunteers with a desupplies.
the uckaba's anticipated the
sire to see a local market in
Despite the inconvenience of
selli g opportunity and planted a
downtown Spokane.
not
having a full-time manager,
vari ty of vegetables to add to
Vendor space in t~e Public
Spokane County Public Market
their already large fruit business.
Market is rented from the Public
pays all its bills and gets all its
Earl er in the summer, the HuckMarket Associ~tion for 7 percent
venders in their spaces every
aba' sold cherries by the boxes.
gross sales per square. Tables,
Saturday
to offer downtown resiNow hey've got peaches, nectarwater and electricity are indents ~resh produce and crafts.
ines, plums, apples and pears, by
cluded in this fee. There is a $5
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SOME OF OUR ACTIVITIES INCLUDE
•BANANA SPLIT PARTY
•CAMPING TRIP TO CUSICK
OCT,. 17 & 18
•USC DRILL MEET IN DISNEYLAND
•SWEETHEART OF THE MILITARY BALL

The Easterner
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Interest
rates rise
Congress gave final approval
last Thursday to a compromise
higher education bill that will
raise interest rates on guaranteed loans for college students
from 7 to 9 percent. .

The $48.4 billion, five-year
authorization measure sets interest rates at 9 percent on loans
for new borrowers. The rate
remains at 7 percent for students
extending loans.

~----------------~i
t
t

'
'I

MEN'S tr WOMEN'S
CUTS & STYLES,

t

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

:

.

:

t

'I

SNIP & STYLE .

f

~----------------~
506 1st

235-4975

STUDENTS - SPOUSES!
TIME ON YOUR HANDS?
. .
,

. LEARN A CltAFT - Make gifts
for Christmas & special occasions
-START FALL CLASSES NOWCERAMICS - WHEAT WEAVING
TOLE PAINTING
ALL 1980 CALENDARS - ½ PRICE
(beautiful scenes for framing)

-10% DISCOUNT ON SCHOOL & ART
SUPPLIES TO ASB CARD HOLDERS-

1-ee1 ·& BBUSB ,
404 FIRST

"BY THE STOPLIGHT"
YOUR GREYHOUND AGENT

235-4701

---------------------------,
I
I

Card and Gift Shop
HALLMARK

325-5450

-Posters
-Cards
- Stuffed Animals
- Stationery and many,
many other things
-10% discount upon presentation of this
coupon. Good from Oct. 3 to O.ct. 10.

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
·1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~--------------------------J

SPONSOR
CORPS
COME JOIN THE FUN
AND FIND OUT MORE
ON MONDAY, OCTOBER 6
AT 2:00 P.M. IN THE
PEARCE HALL LOUNGE
OR CALL

Sylvia Lund or Jim Spring
Secr~tary Faculty Advisor
359-7734
359-2386

... •,

,

TIJe Easterner;
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en tertainmen t ___;,.~___,,;....~......;...;...._

___.....;:::......;;....~~--=-------=-----------:-------:---

Martin means entertainment

,

.Owl Pha;rmacy

I

quantity in activities. "I want to
turn around stu~~nt acitivities at
Eastern so that the students will
Student activities coo~dinator be proud of what is offered," he
Art Martin said recently there said.
are openings on the student acti- ·
As coordinator, Martin is revity board and three part-time sponsible for all phases of planpositions available.
ning;--contracting and promoting
The part-time positions pay campus-wide entertainment and
well, Martin said, but students activities. He will be. working
applying should be motivated by closely with new assistant coord~
something more than monetary inator· Mike Smith and the SA
gain. The seats on the 12-member board.
board are voluntary, he said.
Applications for the student
"It is not my function to superjobs may be made in the SA
offices on the third floor of the sede the board,s authority. I will
be giving them all the informaPUB.
tion available. On a group, for
Martin, who took over the
instance, we will be looldng at
' office August 1, said he will be
price, how well they are doing, if
·looking for quality rather than
By Lonna Bafdwin .
Feature Editor

they have an album out and if it is
getting any air- time. Once the
boardnas rnade a · decisiop, it is
up to me to carry out that
decision as best possible."
Martin said the key importance
of a college career is not only
books and learning. "It is involvement with other people. It is
being exposed to other ideas. This
is a four-year experience and
students should get the,rnost they
c
• ut of it."
J\ctivities, Martin said; are not
just rock 'n' roll. "They should be .
social, cultural and even educational ·programs which will help,
the student become a fuller
person."

.

...

'

Capri Bath.Oil
2 QT. Sl?E - REG. $2.69

Student Special age

.IME
-GREAT.·
.11
~·EXC:MA
t

•

.

.I.-·

(Or How To Get Your College Ring For L~ss.)

>

... ,,

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _;;._;;__--=-.:,;___----:
•••

Trade up. Trade in. And save. Because
ArtCarved offers you the unique opportunity to trade in your lOK gold high school ring.
You caA save up to $90 on the college ring of
your choice. And ArtCarved offers twenty
different styles from which to choose.
Get ready for The Great Ring Exchange.
Y0u can't afford to pass it up.
'

.iiRTG!\~!?s

....

.\\'111h11/izi11,:y,,1rr11/iiflty '" ad1i,·1·,•.

~· t

(Oct. ,1

·at the PUB ·
L, K:cttion

Date

I

~·

•

Unive.rsity·BOokst.oi'e
~

· \J ot evetyone knows what goes on all· the time, so
once in a while stopping at a campus bulletin post is
well-worth th~ effort of raising one's eyes, as did

.

.

[L]. Mike G. Waymire, sophomore, Jenny L. Miller,
visitor, Linily A. Smith, freshman, and Troy D.

Luncheon menu served ~rom' 10:30 a.m. - 2:15 p.m.

Sat, Oct 4
Sun., Oct 5
Mon., Oct 6
I

Tues., Oct 7
Wed., Oct 8

Navy Bean Soup, Pizza, Tuna Noo le
Caserole, Rofled Salami Salad, Chilled Tomatoes, Salad Bar
Tomato Soup, Gr. Cheese Sandwich, Salmon Loaf/Creamed Peas, Ham Salad
Bowl, Whole Kernel Corn, Salad Bar
Brunch
Brunch
French Onion Soup, Macaroni & Cheese,
Beef Burritos, Fruit Salad Bowl/Apple
'Bread, Mixed Vegetables, Salad Bar ·
Cotn Chowder, Pizza, Crm Tuna on Tqast,
Egg Salad Bowl, Diced Carrots, Salad Bar
Split Pea Soup, Sloppy Joes; Ham Potato C,;1sserole, · Rolled Luncheon Meat
Salad; Cut Green Beans, Salad 8ar

Breakfast/Lunch tickets are available in the Cashier's Office for 10
punches for breakfast or lunch at $15 per tickets or' $1.50 per meal.
Dinner Hours 4:15 • 6:30

l,

t

I

~

$10.00 deposit required. Master Charge or Visa accep~ed.

'•) 1!)80 ,\ 11C.1rwd <.:i,111•1!<' l<ilil(,

~~
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INTRA-MU·RAL BOWllN·G
,,

'

-~

f

•

/.

--

Fa 11 Q·uariter
[eagues
·start next week (Oct. 6)
,,.
'
.

Fri., Oct. 3

''

Mccallister, sophomore·. --Easterner photo by Jim
Crosby

A wheelchair Athletic Basketball Tournament is scheduled for
Thursday through Saturday, 3-10 p.m., in the PUB. -The public is
invited.
The tournament will host teams from the Puget Sound area,
Sacramento, Calif., and Portland, Ore.
Officials are needed.

Thurs., Oct 2

•

•

.

Wheelchair tourney set

,

-

'

.

4 ON P. TEAM .!.:. CAN BE Alt GALS, GUYS, OR MIXED
BOWL 8 WEEKS· ..
- _$2.50 PER WEEK

3,CHOICES OF LEAGUES:

.·
MON., TUES., OR.THURS. AT 9.30 P.M.
Grand Roll~Off between Leagu~s the Last Week

..

LOTS OP TROPHIES: HI GAME, SERIES, AV~RAGE
AND OJ!IAMPIONS.
~
GET YOUR iCEAM IN NOW! (We can place individuals).
'
I

CALL CHENEY BOWL 235-6278

TO RESERVE YOUR SPOT .

~() .
:

~~./~

CHENEY BOW:t
1706 2nd

~,•

. · ~~

PHONE 235-6278 AS~i,
~:~

.
•

~-

..
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Kiddies film.·s eries
Oct. 3
Oct.4

l:~O
2:00

Oct.10

1:30
2:00

Oct. JI
-Oct. 17
Oct. IS
Oct. 24
Oct. 25
Oct. 31
Nov. I .

"Love Bug" (133 mins.)
''Lov~ Bug'' (133 mins.)
"Beclknobs and Broomsticks" (143 Mins.>
"Beclknobsand Broomsticks" (143 mins.)
"Sleeping Beauty" <100 mins.) . , . .
...:... "Sleeping Beauty" HOO mins.)
.
''Unidentified Flying Oddball" (135 mins.)
•i~nidentified Flying Oddball" (135 mins.) .
''Dr. Syn" (99 mins.)
\ ,Dr. Syn"(~ mins~Y.,
...
"Jungle Bookn (111 mins.)
,"cl:
•~;JunJle Book" (111 mins.>
"Littl~t outlaw" (100 mins.)
1
'LittlestOutlaw" (100 mins.)
"Melody Time" (100 mins.)
"Melddy Time1' ( 100 mlns. ),
"101 Dalmatians" 006 mins:)
"lOl Oalmatians" (1; 6 mins.)

1:30
2:00
1:30

2;.~
1:30
2:00
1:30
1
2:00 .

Nov. 7
Nov.8

..

2:00
'

.

.1:30
2:00

FREE
so cents
FREE
50cents

FREE
50cents

FREE
50cents
FREE

,

Nov. - , ..
Nbv.15. 2:0f
Nov. 21 1:30

Nov. 22
Dec,6
Dec. 7

FREE
SO cents

•

I
I

,u"'

'50cents
·FREE
50cent~
FREE
50cents
FREE
50cents
''

'

1
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Fall Mu~ic Calendar

.

.

The Eas(erner

The following is a list of events
sponsored this fall by the Eastern
Washington University Department:

November6

Michelene McCarthy Graduate
Recital, Piano, 8 p.m. , Music
Building Recital Hall.

October2

November 12

"FUSION" - Contemporary
Student Recital, 3 p.m., Music
Music Ensemble from Calgary, Building Recital Hall.
Alberta, Canada, 3 p.m. - Concert, 4 p.m. - Workshop, at Music
November 17
Building Recital Hall.
Linda Stredwick Graduate
Recital, soprano, 8 p.m., Music
October7
Building Recital Hall.
"Spokane String Quartet" in
Novemberl9
residence at Eastern Washington
EWU
Jazz
Ensemble Concert, 8.
University, 8 p.m., Music Buildp.m., Music Building Recital
ing Recital Hall.
Hall .
Octobers
Student Recital, 3 p.m ., Music
November26
Building Recital Hall.
Student Recital, 3 p.m ., Music
Building Recital Hall. ·
October 20

On Sunday night, Sep~. 28, The
so throughout· the rest of the
Centre Theatre Group (CTG)
show.
opened its second season of din"Surgery" the third of the short
ner theatre at the Hindquarter
sc~nes is a prime example of
Restaurant in Spokane with a fine
Simons contro, of the ridiculous.
showin_g of ''The Good Doctor."
In this farce Rick Souaz protrays
The show is seriei of vigna new student of dentistry ea'g ter
ettes originated by famed Rus- ·· to P,ractice. Pat Owens enters as
sian writer Anton Chekhov and
an unsuspecting_ priest with a
•· brought together. in ~true Neil
toothache so intense . his left
"Doc" Simon fashion to present a
cheeck is swollen to the size of a
show both entertaining and
golf ball.
touching.
· Surgery's antics begin when
The versatility of the show~
the dentist gets so intent on reranges from outright hysterics to
trievi'ng the tooth he forgets to be
heartfelt sincerity with a bit of
gentle and--lhe priest therefore
tongue-in-cheek humor and a . refuses to open his mouth. The
dash of good old-fashioned frolic.
two wrestle back and forth until
The opening scene, "The Writthe qentist.,. ends up on the flQor
er," introduces the audience to breathless but victorious with the
the problems of story writing and
tooth. The priest takes fuJJ advanobtaining ideas for them. This
ta~e of th~ lull in treatment and
sets the focal point for the rest of
proceeds <unsuccessfully) to
the show as the writer acts as a
crawrout of the office. • .
narrator introdµting each scene
The final analysis: the dentist
as an idea for a story.
.
gets only part of the tooth and
Andy Flanagan, director and
must once again operate, He
actor, portrays "The Writer"
captures the priest, and the scene
with such disarming charm and ,, closes with both men on the floor
warmth that the audience is impraying the praying--the priest
mediately captured and reil)aihs
for gentle surgery and the dent~t

a·

-~ -

" '

December5
Karen Noble, soprano, and
W.S.M.T.
High School & ColJames J. Edmonds, piano, in
"Faculty Artist Series," 8 p.m., lege Auditions, 3-10 p.m., Music
Building Recital Hall.
Music Building Recital Hall.

for. an open mouth.
"Too Late for Happiness" is
December6
October 22
centered on an elderly couple
-W.S.M.T.
High School & ColStudent Recital, 3 p.m., Music
,who meet on a park bench. The
lege Auditions, 8 a.m. -10 p.m.,
Building Recital Hall.
due pat Owens (again) and Pam
Music Building Recital Hall.
Kingsley sing their way through
November2
December 7
the worries of being too old for
CHENEY W.S.M.T.A., Student
W.S.M.T. High School & Collove. It is a touchi!'}g portrayal of
Recital, 3 p.m., Music Building
lege Auditions, 8 a .m.-10 p.m.,
the hopes and fears facing a shy
Recital Hall.
Music Building Recital Hall.
couple who really would like to be
together. The audience is left
November 3
with a sense of poignancy by the
Steven Kemper, pianist, in
December 7
strong performances of both ac"Artist Series Presentation,"- 8
Christmas Festival Concert,
tors.
p.in., Music Building Recital EWU Bands, Percussion EnPam Kingsley dominates the
Hall.
semble, Trombone Choir and
stage with her dazzling performChoral Groups.
ance io "A Defenseless CreaNovember4
December 10
ture."
Trombone Choir & Jazz Trom"MESSIAH" Community Sing- 1
With productions like this combone Ensemble Concert, 8 p.m., a-long, 8 p.m., Music Building 1
1
ing from CTG this season prom- . Music Building Recital Hall.
Recital Ha1J.
,
·
ises to be both intriguing and ===========================If
brilliant. Other plays on CTG's
roster for the season include such
hits as "Thriller of the Year "
'
"Something's Afoot, " and "Endgame." So for a night of great
food, warm atmosphere and superb entertainment, come to the
Hindquarter and enjoy dinner
theater with the Centre Theatre
Group.

"
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LUNCHEON SPECIAL
ALL YOU CAN EAT
for the 30-minute lunch break

U
§11
-s I

~I

ll
~---------------------

I-

$3.25 -

I Time: 11 :30-1 :30 Monday through FridayJI

You can too. When you rent furniture from GranTree.
·
Not only do we have terrific dressers we also have great looking
desks, chairs, sofas, beds, and tables. Everything you need to turn a house or
apartment into a.place of your own. All with l w monthlf rental payments.
. And now they're even lower because were offering college students ·
a special IO% discount. (We'll even help you find a place to rent with our free
apartment locator service.) Come in and let us introduce you to something you can
really live with.

,--------....
----.
Off
10
,
I
I

I

0/
/0

ForCollegeSt dentsonly.
This coupon is good or a 10% discount qn any
furniture you rent at GranTree Furniture Rental.

1·

,I
II

I
1
II .
-=-111

Student's name --.,,..,-,....,...--,-------,-~-,-_,..--,--- - - - - - - - - - - - - , .

College

..

Limited to one coupon per student. Expiration date: March l 1981

GrQnlreea
.
.
I

_..____.... _,_____ _
FURNITURE RENTAL®

·

E. 5320 Sprague Avenue, Spokane, WA 99206 Phone 535-1682

. ..

Co~bo Special

·BIG ZIPPER
T-UB OF FRIES
LARGE PEPSI
~

$2.!l!I

with coupon

OFFER GOOD THROUGH OCT. 8, 1980

_ _______ ,COUPON_

·,

\
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:,Co'nfusions' gets.,. §loVY!Qg fe.vte_w,;
BY Wanda Pipkin
Staff Writer

,,,
• ·'1.

'

In my opinion, the cast did a truly wonderful job. What cast? Why
the cast of Confusions, of course. The Department of' Theatre's
production will run through Saturday. Show time is 8 p.m.
Directed by Andy Friedlander, the English comedy is done in
repertory style, with six actors and ·actresses pe,rforming 22 parts.
That is a lot of line; a lot of memorizing.
The cast includes Mary Starkey, ·Mary JoDan Blumenshein, C.
Marcus Daniel, Stephen Grenley, Jennifer Bal~win, and J .R. Stanley,
performing five one-act plays.
Act I, Mother Figure is a humorous look ~ta mother who's grip on
sanity started to slip. She begins treating her concerned neighbors as
if ..they were children, and the funny part ·s that they begin to act like
children! Mary Starkey _protrays the mother so realisticajly that you
actually begin to believe a person. such as this cound exist.
Act II, Drinking Companion, is also humo ous. In this scene, set i a
hotel in Middlebrough, England, a middle-aged man is shown trying to
entice a young lady to come up tp his room.
At first he uses subtle hints trying to get his point across. Then,
afraid that t~e young lady is not too interested, he tries to get her
drunk. insisting that she stay for "one more drink!"
Blumep§hein does ;a ~wondetful job in the art of a bored friend,
Bernke, who is trying to· get her friend out of the bar and away from
the man: 1'0 hei: irritation, the man also insists that she have a ,drink.
Her facial expressions and'a~cent had the audience practically rolling
in the aisles!
Act III, Between Mouthfuls, set in a hotel dining room, was my
favorite. It involved two couples an.d an exasJ>erated waiter. I. will not
ruin it for you by telling you the plot, because I know you will leve it! Stephen Grenley does a wonderful job as the waiter. How he manages
to keep a straight face, I'll·never know!
,l\ ary Starkey must be complimented again for her performance in
Hie role of Mrs. Pearce, an agitated wife. C. Marcus Daniel also
pe~: forr--.•~ marvelously as Mr. Pearce, a cheating husband.
:.n ., ·l 'V, Gosfo th's Fete is set in a tea tent on a cow pasture 'in
r, r,,,
~land. The story revolves around a small community's
fes 1va1 a_nd the problems it encounters setting up for it.
The funniest part in the act is when J .R. Stanley, as Gosforth, is
trying to repair the loudspea.ter and Jennifer Baldwin, as Milly, is
trying to tell him that she is pregnant with his child. The loudspeaker
mraculously begins to work, and their secret is broadcast o the entire
community! C. Marcus Daniel plays the jealous boyfriend, who gets
drunk and -~~eds to ·sing <witti the aid ,of a bullhorn) while the
guestspeaker is , presenting- her speech. The guest speaker, Mrs.
Pearce, a very proper lady, is played by Mary JoDan Blumenshein.
The Vicar, played by Stephen Grenley, had the audience in stiches. His
facial expression, voice, and the way he walked were all, to the delight
of the audience, hilariously funny.
Act V, In the Park involves fiv~ members of the cast portraying an
assortment of odd characters. Each one wants to talk to someone, but
none wants to listen to the ne who wants to talk to them!

J
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RESIDENT .ADVISOR APPLICANTS FOR
WINTER QUART~R - 1980

' ~~O.OO'J~EY,'~RTD

•'

· ;OFFERED

'

~

•

~

Lost in August near the vicinity of- Showalter: A gold
and pearl earring with much
sentimental value. If found,
PLEASE RETURN and collect the reward from Nancy
McConnell in ttle Admissions Office.

•..

!
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APPLY AT THE HOUSING OF ICE SHOWALTER 122
NO LATER THAN 5 P.M., · Oct. 6th

DO IT.NOW

.

. PETERSON'S

TOWN & COUNTRY
TV
PHOTO PROCESSING

coupon

best prices on film
and developing
1814 2nd

Cheney

,.

235-6122

-----~----- ..... ~--------------------

Watch for new clues each weekl ,.

,

.I

1. The Great Outdoors!
2. On edge
3. Go back and brush-up

....

4. CIWITHTY
5. Near Capital of country gaining
lndepenctenoe Aug, 6, 1962

0

• , ~ 1'

/

STUDENT EllSCOtJNT

,.

All Art & Engineering Supplies
•

KERSHAliV'S INC~
Sprague & Wall • 456-6500
1/2 Ao~r free parking in the Sea-First Perking Center
Sprague & Wall. with purchase.
Bring parl<ing titket to validate.
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The Easterne~

7~'4- .

• • '! •

October2

12 noon .'Forest Service Jobs ~or Women," .Women's
Center, 114 Monroe Hall
12.noon "Every Man for Himself and God Against All,''
Artist nnd Lecture Movie Series, Kennedy Auditorium,
Library. Second showing at 7 p.m.
4 p.m. "Fusion", Mu~ic Ensemble Concert, Music ·
Building Recital Hall
8 p.m. "Confusions," University Theatre Dept. Students: Free, Non-students, $3.
7:30 p.m. Supporter of Initiative 383-General Meeting,
W. 10 6th Street, for information call 235-6446 or 235..,.
6504.
· October3

' 1:30 p.m. "Love Bug," Kiddie Movie Ser~es, PUB, Free.

,a p.m. "Confusions," University Theatre Dept. Students: Free; Non-students, $3.
9 p.m. Dryden Hall Dance, PUB.
October4
,/

Streeter Hall Lake Coeur d'Alene Cruise
2 p.m. "Love Bug," Kiddie Movie Series, PUB, 50 cents
7 p.m. "The Electric Ho1'Seman," AS Movie, PUB,
Students: 75 cents, Non-students, $1.50
8 p.m. "Confusions," University Theatre Dept. Stu-,
dents: Free; Non-students: $3. ·
Octobers

~

.

7 p.m. "The Electric Horseman," AS Movie, PUB, Students: Free;_Non-students: $1.50
.
8 p.m. United States Marine Band, EWU Foundatio_
n,
1
Special Events Pavilion, Tickets, $3, students, $1.50
October.6

12 noon "A Doll's House," Women's Center, 114 Monroe

Hall, Free

·

3 p.m. ASEWU Council Meeting, PUB Council Cham-

bers, third floor
8 p.m. "The Good Doctor", Centre Theatre Group,
University Theatre
October7
12 noon ' 1Back to School 'Orientation," Women's C~nter, ·
114 Monroe Hall
12 noon "Why have a meteor watch," Planetarium,
Free
8 p.m. Spokane String Quartet, Recital Hall, Free . .
s p.m. "The Good Doctor," Centre Theatre Group, Umversity Theatre

I

BUY THE BEST
AT WHOLESALg!

Connoisseur conc.erts
opens in Spokane
By popular request, the Prague
String Quartet will r.eturn to
Spokane on Monday, Oct. 6 · to
open the season for Connoisseur
Concerts.
,
One of the finest quartets on the
international touring circuit,
.their performance here two years.
ago to a capacity audience
brought raves and requests for a
repeat performance.
Czechoslovakia has long been
famous , fq_r the excellence of its
string quartets, and for the past
20 years the Prague Quartet has
justly held its place at the top of
the roster.
Founded in 1955 by its first
violinist; Bretislav Novotny, the
quartet soon won recognition
throughout Europe. In 1965 the
quartet made its first world tour
which included North and South
America, Japan, New Zealand,
Australia, India and the USS&.
United States audiences, who
until then had known the en-

ter, FinancjaI. Aid Offi.c e,
Center
Experiential
Learning, the Counseling Center, and "veteran" reentry
students will "be on hand to
offer instruction on how to

for

•Shampoos & Conditioners
•Cleansing Bars & Creams
•Deodorants
• ,Laundry Concentrates

semble only through its recordings, were so responsive that the
quart·
as invited to play a 30concert tour across the. country
the following season.
During their last U.S. tour in
the fall of 1978, reviews described
their concerts as "simply stunning.'' Their concert here was
~ingled out by a reviewer as one
of the all-time outstanding perforruances given in Spokane.
The quartet will play in the
Marie Antoinette Room of the
Davenport Hotel at 8: 15 p.m. The
program will be the Beethoven
Op. 18 no. 4; Shostakovich Quartet No. 6; and Schubert's "Death
::imi t.he Maiden."
This opening concert will be the
the first of Connoisseur Concerts'
Regular Series, which also includes their popular Christmas
concert. Additional information
and tickets are available by contacting Connoisseur Concerts at
747-6443.

continued from page 1
mechanics, the coed experience, and alternative career
choices are offered throughout
the year.
Films and lectures are presented at noon at the Center.
On October 7 at noontime a
''Returning Students Orientation," is scheduled. Experts
from the Learning Skills Cen-

Page 9

survive and love " university
life."
If you are a female at EWU,
the Women's Center at 114
Monroe Hall could provide you
with information that will enrich your academic and personal experiences. Call 3592847 for information, or drop
by and savor the atmosphere
thaetms the Center. This is the
place where the energies and
aspirations of an Eastern
woman can be recognized,
nurtured, and fulfilled.

•Powders & Liquids
•Cleaners
•Nutritional Products
•Protein Energy Bars
•Vitamins & Minerals
Distributed by Julie
1418 Third St.
Call 235-8489

-...,..

Hey

Smarty!
If you're a student getting
"B's" or better, you may
qualify for Farmers' Good
Student Discount in the
form of a special bonus
·1ower rate on your Auto
insurance.
Call today and get the facts
on Farmers money-saving
Good Student Auto Policy.

DAVE HARRISON
Farmers Insurance Group
502 First - 235-6165
CHENEY, WA 99004

Concert review

·soft country rock
· ·-sl:JcCf!ssfl:JI in opener
By Kelly Hitchcock
and_Steve Hughes

,.

The rock-edged country stylings o( Pure Prairie League were
meshed with the honky-tonk sounds of the Skyboys to give Eastern
Washington University music afficionados a great preview of the
concert season foT t~e academic year.
The Skyboys opened right on time <very unusual) and immediately
filled the Reese Pavilion with the live energy of their tight guitar
sounds.
From the racoma-Seattle area, the six-man-and-one-woman group
played a wide range of both popular songs and some of their own
original works.
The Skyboys constantly tour the Northwest area and currently are
in the studio (Epic Records) putting together;their first LP .
Pure Prairie League started their part of the show with a four stanza
intro of "Aimee," and .then broke into "I Can't Hold Back," during
which the vocal audience was passively-responsive but encouraging.
"Good-bye, So Long," from the group's latest album, had a more
sophisticated accoustical sound than the group's usual ~ountry-rock
fare.
The crowd seemed to be passive throughout most of the show with
the exception of a rousing version of ''I''ll be Damned," and the
complete version of ''.Aimee.'' It was then that the Cheney crowd
stomped their feet and sang along ·with the band.
"Beter Late Than Never," proved to be the phrase describing the
final half hour of the performance. This is when the crowd became
downright hostile, demanding a pair of encores.
Although the first concert of the year did not prove to be a major
attraction it has by no means dampened the spirits of Art Martin,
coordinator of the event for ASEWU.
Martiq said he feels "we are not yet in the driver's seat" as far as
being an attraction for concerts but he said that "we are using this
concer~ to build onto," more popular and dynamic acts.
Atlanta Rhythm Section comes-to the Reese Pavilion for a Friday
night concert Oct. 10.
This will mark the return.again of top notch entertainment to EWU.
It's about time.

~(
., ·_•.)
·,1 :,._,,_
Siladium rings are made from a f!n~ jewel':!r's
stainless alloy that produces a br~lhant_white
lustre. It is unusually strong and 1s resistant
to deterioration from com >sion or skin
reactions.
1n short, it's qualit y and durabi lity at an
affordable pnce.
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Both men's and women\-; ' iladium ring
styles nre on sale this week c~nly throu~h

your ArtCar ved !·epresentat_1 ve. Trade m
your iOK gold high sch(){)I nng and ·ave
even more.

It's a great way of saying you've earned it.

,\1'111holizi11J.! Y"llr ability lo arhit'I'<'.

OCT. 1 · 3.
llate

at the PUB
l.ocati1111

University Bookstore
$10.00 deposit required. Master Charge or Vila accepted.
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M~rching·band ref!JclY
for Seahawk_ gafr!e
BY J.R. Deitz

And
the band played on .
One of the many pleasures of participating in t~e
EWU Marching Band is playing the pre-game

The Eastern Washington University Marching Band has accepted
an invitation to perform at the Dec. 7 Seahawks game iri the Kingdome
.at Seattle. ·
·
,:_, The band, 80 n'lembers strong and growing, already has performed
at both of EWU's home games this year.
During th~ ope~ing game against Carroll College at Sacramento, as
well as last week's contest against Whitworth, the band provided
pre-game, half-time, and post-game shows. Prior to the game, the
~and had a special two day pre-season band camp.
The Bands' future looks brtght largely due to the dedicatiol') and
. hard work o,f the members. Other than the Seahawk game, the
marching ba.nd has three other performances; a night game at Albi
. Stadium Oct. 11; and two more home games on Nov. 1 and 8. The band
is preparing for their Seattle trip. ~, . The Dec. 7 Seattle Seahawk game has some interesting highlights.
For instance, ticket 'winners at the ' 'Weekend in Seattle" will be
' attending.
_
Also, many of EWU's grads will be there for a special "Alumni
Weekend."
Anyone can still join band-~y~u need not be a music major. There are
openings for all positions, including the flag corps. Interested persons
melody: "Cheering the Eagle on to Victory." should. contact either William }Jochkeppel, Director of .Bands, at
-859-2246, or J .R. Deitz, Publicity Chaitperson, at 359-2658.
-Easterner photo by Dave Sampson
l

.
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LEAVE
W.COLISEUM
PARKING LOT

LEAVE
HOWARD&
RIVERSIDE

A.M.

.

6:40
7:00
·7:55
8:15
-9:10
9:30
10:25

' '

LEAVE
FREEWAY&
JEFFERSON

11:25

'

8:25
9:20
9:40 '
10:35
11:35

12:45
2:00
4:35
5:20
6:35

12:50
2:05
3:20
4:10
4:40
5:25
6:40

8:25

8:30

9:10
9:40

9:15
9:45
10:30

•

.

LEAVE
E.W.U.

LEAVE
FIRST&
COLLEGE

....

•

7:25
7:45

.

I

8:40 -

9:00
9:55

8:55

9:50
10:10

10:15

11:05

11:10

12:05

12:10

P.M.

12:40
1:55
3:10

..

3:15
4:05

4:00
4:30

5:15
6:30
8:20
9:05
9:35
10:20

10:25

,

1:20

1:25

2:35
3:50
4:40
5:10
5:55
7: 10
9:00
9:45
10:15

2:40
3:55

4:45

5:15
6:00

7:15
•

. 9:05
9:50

I

10:20

11:00

11:05

9:20
12:20 p.m.
3:20
6:20

9:25
12:25

SATURDAY

8:50
11:55
2:50
5:50

8:45

8:40 a.m.
11:40
2':40
5:40

11:45

;

2:45
, .5:45

Transfers

3oe

'

,

Eastern Washington University's home economics depart- .
ment, in conjunction with the
Washington Home Economics
Association, will host two professional development seminars in
October.
A housing symposium, entitled
r "The Future
, is Now ,.n will be held
Oct~17 from 1: 30 to 6 p.m. in the
JFK Library auditorium. It is
designed for students and profes-.
sionals who want to increase
their knowledge of housing and
interiors.
In addition, an iqformal dir,m er
will be held that evening at 6. in
the Pence Union Building. Cost is
$5.75.
~
Housing authorities in many
specialties have been invited to
participate in the symposium.
Topics for discussion include solar use, ilome energy audits,
conserving energy, and loan programs available to, homeowners.
Talks on floor plans, home. inter"iors, fabrication of new a.nd re-

.

modeled homes, and changing
housing patterns and preferences
are also planned.
Those interested may preregister by contacting Beverly Schaad'
at the home economics department, -359-2479. RegistratiQn can ·
also be completed in the library
at 1 p.m. Oct. 17. There is_a $3
registration fee. Reservations for
the 'dinner must be made by Oct.
3 at that same number.
"More with Less - Resources.
for Living in a New ·Decade," is
,the theme for Professional Day,
Oct. 18. Forums and speakers
will focus on areas of resource
management, including foods
and nutrition, ·equipment, interior design and teaching strategies. The seminar w,n be held in
Patterson Hall's auditorium from
9 a.m. until 3:30 p.m. Registration will be there from 8: 30 to 9
a.m. Students are welcome to
attend. Contact Schaad, 359-2479,
for more information.

I

--3:25

6:25

g(~b 'QP 1>ARA1>1se

No bus service.
60e
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6conomics
semina·r :here·
...

_SUNDAY

Fare

I

I

•

•

7:20
7:40
8:35

8:05

8:20
9:15
9:35
10:30
11:30

I

PUB

6:50
7:10

6:45
7:05

a:oo
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Senior Citizen/Handicapped Fare

HM,...).

25e

I

f~,-be+ .

A service provided by th~ ASEWU and the City of Cheney.
r

The Activiti~ ·Programming-Board of EWU Proudly Presents

,Friday Oct_. 10,
8

'

•'

·A tl--ant a
P.M.
Rhythm
Se·
c
tio·
l
l
ewy. .
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.s tudents $5
,
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Graduate of Vidal Sassoon
747-3063
NINE NORTH BROWN

f\

.

JR. CADILLAC

Tickets availabe at PUB Info Desk

.,
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'
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Present a(, the Mill Garden In the Flour MIii
an r~ive the 2¼ " plant of your choice FREE with any purchase!
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Eagles win 37-14 . ..

The Eas(erner
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Pirates Walk ·R tank
by Don Pearce

Starr Writer
The E!WU Eagles used three
first half touchdowns by Bryan
Johnson, two coming on Dan
Daly passes, to whip Whitworth
37-14, at Woodward Field Saturday.
The victory was the third
straight for EWU, as they continued to capitalize on- enemy turnovers.
From the outset, it was the
Eagles day, with two Pirate
fumbles leacling to a field g9al
and a touchdown for the home
squad.
·
On the Eagles first punt, Whitworth's George Hays couldn't
find the handle. Senior Greg
Garske pounced on the fumble on
Whitworth's eight yard line, and
after three unsuccessful tries to
hit the end zone, Blaine Wilson hit
a 32-yard field goal to make it 3-0,

Eagles.
Eastern then collected its
, second score 16 seconds later,
with Johnson getting his first
touchdown from four yards out.
Whitworth fumbled the kickoff,
and got caught with a clipping
penalty to move the ball back to
its two yard line. On th~
ensuing play, the Pirates fumbled again, and ·Eric McIntyre
recovered for EWU to set up
Johnson's run.
After forcing the visitors to
pt.int, the Eagles. took~ ten plays to
.
move 80 yards mto the end zone
on a Daly to Johnson special from
four yards out. Daly hit three
passes for 35 yards, and tailback
Darryl b~ll added 44 more on the
gr-0und to .se.t .up the six-pointer.
Blaine Wilson's pat was good,
making up for an earlier miss, to
extend the Eagle lead to 16-0.
·In the second period, Dennis

I

_,

Banker and Don Hart scored
TD's from one yard out, and two
Wilson pat's made it 30;0 at half
time. Eastern moved 54 yards on
seven plays setting up BankerJs
run, and a 53 yard Jim Brittain to
Mick Sh.pckley pass set up Hart's
dive.
Eastern's final tally came on
the second Daly to Johnson special, this time covering five _
yards. Whitworth scored twice in
the fourth sta~za, but it was too
little too late fbr the Pirates.
Statistically, EWU outgained
the Pirates 373 to 271. Bell gained
69 yards on nine carries, and the
Daly /Brittain QB combo hit
passes good for 194 yards,' with
one interception.
This Saturday, the Eagles unblemished record goes on the line
in Tacoma against the University
of Puget Sound, upset victims to
Cal State-Hayward last week.

Eagle wide receiver Mick Shockley (21) turns this Jim Brittain pass
into a 5:i-yard gain last Saturday against Whitworth. Eastern
outgained Whitworth by over 100 yards on offense in the 37-14 pasting
of the Pirates.

UPS -next
for Eagles

•

I

" UPS will be the best team, all
The EWU football team will put
the way around, we have played
its unbeaten football record on
so far," EWU coach Dick Zornes
the line Saturday when the
said about the Loggers. " In fact,
Eagles invade Tacoma to meet
they are head and shoulders
the University of Puget Sound.
a hove everybody
else."
•
I
The EWU-UPS contest moves
Puget Sound, coached by Ron
Eastern into the toughest portion , Simonson, was ranked ninth in
of its 198'0 schedule. Following
the NCAA Division II poll prior to
three victories to open the seathe Ca l State Hayward loss. The
son, the r 'Eagles meet Puget
Loggers have ·a 3-1 record.
Sound, Cal State Hayward, PortThe UPS offensive attack is
land State and Montana in sucheaded up by fullback Rick Lindcessive weeks.
blad and quarterback Steve
Last Saturday, Eastern opened Hunt. a freshman redshirt who
a 2:1-0 lead in the first 16 minutes
was the slate's outstanding prep
then coasted to a 37-14 decision player in Hl78. Hunt .tea ms with
over arch rival Whitworth. Mean- veteran receivers Keith Brown
while, in Ca lifornia , Cal ·state a nd Mike Bos in potent passing
Hayward knocked off previously combination which will be the
unbea ten Puget Sound, 17-10.
toughest Eastern has faced thus
This Saturday's game will be far.
played at Baker Stadiu·m. Game
In the offensive line, the Logtin e will be 1 ::30 p.m . EWU a nd
ger · fea ture tackle Mike Linker
UP will be meeting f.or the 28th
and guard Rick Guenther. Both
tim e. Despite Eastern's 28-16 a re considered pro prospects.
triumph in Cheney last fall,
The defensive unit is heavily
Puget Sound holds a 16-9 advan- stocked with veterans led bv
'
.
tage in the series and there have
noseguard Bob Jackson and d<'been two ties .
fensivc end Zach Hill.

Soccer now . .,arsity s.port
•

)

f

,.

,

•

I

•

The game consists of two 45bell. a transfer from Puget
.ninute halves and requires HolSound. and fullback Jeff Johnson.
land's men to be in top physical
Holland was pleased with the
Depth and talent at goal and a
condition. The action stoi;>s <?nly
overall · condition of those •who
well-conditioned squad appear to
for
a serious injury and involves
turned
out
·and
•
is
expedi'iig
a
be the key ingredients to · the
an
average of five miles of
good· season in a tough confersuccess of the Eastern Washingrunning per player.
·
ence. Among the stronger oppoton University. soccer team as it
The
team
will
play
a
14-game
nents 'EWU· will face this season
embarks on its firs~ year as a
schedule, including seven home
are WSU, Montana, · Gonzaga,
varsity sport.
games. The league champion will
Coach Mike Holland listed -re- ·and CWU. Holland optimistically
be decided on the basis of total
says he hopes to build a program
turning' goalies Terry Vanoy and
points amassed during the seathat
will,
one
day
in
the
near
Greg Perry as early standouts as
son.
Wins will .count as two points
future, be competitive with the
the team-prepares for the opener
in the standings and ties one
likes of West · Coast powers
Oct. 9 in, Cheney against Whitpoint.
Also bonus points are
UCLA, Oregon and Washington. ·,
worth. .
awarded for each goal scored up
Holland is a veteran of several
A total of,40 prospects has been
to four . The team at the end o( the
new · soccer leagues having
narrowed to 18 as the team enters
year with the highest total will be
th~ Central Northwest Collegiate ·• played on a d be~n instrumental
champion, making it possible for
i-t1
forming
teams
at
East
Texas
Soccer Conference as · a school- ·
a team with a lower win-loss
Stc1te and Mountain Home AFB,
sanctioned sport. Last year's
record to ~ain the title.
Idaho. At Eastern, Holland will
soccer team was an independent
Home games will be played on
club with no school support. .
hkve to build without the aid of
the intramural field behind the
Other top players making the
scholarships and a limited budget
fieldhouse.
for the time being .
team are midfielder Mike Campby Chuck Bandel
Staff Writer

•

.

'I

BBSe/Jall
·

..

'

Baseball s~ason ,started last
week at Eastern ¥Jashingt.on University as 55 freshmen and walkon player~ took to the field with
head coach Ed Chissus for fall
workouts.
Chissus said his returning lettermen and recruits will j~in
practice in about a week.
"Right now I want to look at the
people I haven't had a chan_c e to
see yet,'' Chissus said Tuesday.
''Then when the veterans come in
I can cut down to a set squad and
we can get to work."
This fall the Eagles' work
consists of 15 or 16 games with
area colleges including Gonzaga,
Whitworth, Lewis and Clark
State College, and Washington
State University. "But," Chissus
cautioned, "these are not official,

' high-pressure contests."
"We ~on't even keep score," ~e
said. "Fall-ball is very low-key.
It's a chance to get in shape, and
a learning experience for the
players as well as the coaches. It
gives us a chance to find out what talent we have to work with."
A 56-game schedule is planned
for f981, beginning with a nineday road trip through California
during Spring break. The Eagles
will play five universities in
California, working their way up
to Portland for their Northern
Pacific season opener with the
University of Portland.
Assisting Chissus with the
coaching duties will be last year's
assistant, Keitry Snyder, along
with pitching coach Skip Hall.
Curt Stimpson and Mike Steberl
will coach the junior varsity.

,,

·•

CONN01LY.G SKIS.

unde[J/Vay

by Dennis Hays
Staff Writer .

a

BRAND
EP
EP
EP
EP

MODEL

SIZE

FX200
FX200

165 cm
165 cm
160 cm
165 cm
170 cm
160 cm
165 cm
165 cm
170 cm
170 cm

COMPXZ
COMPXZ
COMP XZ
COMPl
COMP!
SUPER HCZ
$UPER HCZ

EP

EP
EP

EP
EP

EP
EP

EP
CONNELLY

EXPRESS
XR7 COMBO PAIR
TRIXTERS
~HORTL(NE

RETAIL PRICE
315
315
275
275

275
255
255

SALE PRICE
208
208
182
182
182
1~

169

63 inch

210
210
160
155
240
260

139
139
106
104
159
172

67 inc!J

DEMO

143

63 inch

240

65 inch
67 inch
67 inch
63inch
65inch
67inch
69inch
67inch

215

107 cm

•,

GRAPHITE
CONNELLY
'
CONNELLY
CONNELLY
CONNELLY
CONNELLY
CONNELLY
CONNELLY
CONNELLY
CONNELLY
CONNELLY

SHOATLINE
GRAPHITE
TEAM 1
TEAM 1
TEAM 1
TEAM 1-0EMO
HOOK
HOOK
HOOK
HOOK

SHORTLINE
I

mast..
• I

'•

t

111rqe
!

'••••

•

215
DEMO

200
200
200
200
1979 MODEL

· 159
142
142
118
132
132
132
132
158

...

FOR SKI SA~INGS
CALL HILLS RESORT

(208) 443-2351
HURRY WHILE SELECTION IS AVAILABLE

l
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The only school in this country
with a woman's cricket team is
Principia College. Whom do you
suppose they play?...
-

I

• I

(

the the awarding of T-shirts to the
winner of each event according to
student director Stan Stucky.
The IM program has encountered difficulty in recent years
obtaining the use of athletic
facilities due to the number of
varsity sports . ,competing for
available space. But IM director
f~ls thatstud~nt~ooperation ~s
qow niade that problem a, thing of
the past.
"Tremendous cooperation
from the student government and

by Jennifer Bowman
Staff Writer
From 12 activities in J.157, the

EWU intramural and r, l:reation
program now boasts a schedule
. offering over 60 events
Intramural.activitie1 , designed
for the enjoyment of 'he student
body, have been expc nded again
this year. The opening of the
swiming pool this winte.r . w,iU
create many new events such as
water basketball and swim
meets. Also new this year will be

and experience of the students ,., ll~Ul Oct. 7. The deadline for signthe students themselves haf enthat ~~hances the tQtal pfogram.
ups for the remaining sports will
abled us to overcome the. overcrowding problem," Wol)te~ said.
''Our major concern is getting
be Oct. 30.tBoth individuals and
Surveys taken over th¢ past six
interest up. It's been good in the
teams can ·sign· up in room 252 in
years by WSU and the U. of Utah
past but it can bet even •better,
Phase I..
have rated EWU extremely high
said Wooten.
~tudents interested in official- ,
in positively implementing ~o-ed
ing
intramural events must also
Thi~ fall's lipe up of activit;esactivities, in addition to havitig
sign
up. Officials will be paid
inclu_d e volleyball, bowling, {ijlg
top men's and woll)en's profootball, tennis, racquetball, pool $3.10 his year.
grams.
and 3-on-3 basketball.
"The credit is due to our exThe IM office is also accepting
The deadline date for signing
cellent recreation program,"
ideas and requests for future
Wooten said, "which is run by .up for vol!eyball, bowling, tennis
events and activities.
students. It's the participation · and football has. been extended
ti

r

.'
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SWimmers.-· anx,ous.
....

\

• • • • • •
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Center starting at 6 g.m. A mere
$20 will buy you the cheapest
seat...
''Musically speaking," Ali
says,' "Larry Holmes better Csharp or he'll B-flat.tl
Jody Ballard, Muhammad Ali's
sparing partner who formerly
worked for Larry Holmes: "Ali's
only chance in the world is to
frustrate Holmes. And the
chances are real good that he will
frustrate and confuse Holmesr
because Holrnes is just about the
dumbes fighter I've ever
seen" ...

Tonight's heavyweight cham~
Woody Hayes, former Ohio
pionships ·fight between MuhamState coach: '"I recruited a C:,;ech
mad Ali and Larry Holmes,
kicker and during the eye examwhich will not be on radio or TV,
ination the doctor asked him if he •
can be seen live on closed circuit
could read the bottom line. 'Read
TV in the Spokane Convention • it!' he said, 'I KNOW him' " ....

Eagle quarterback ~an_Daly [7] received good pass p~otection all afternoon from his offensive line. Daly
led the Eagles to a 30-0 halftime lead, coasting to a 37-14 final.

The - agles, now 3--0, have been
ranked No. 7 in this week's
Associated Press poll of NCAA
Division II teams.
The national recognition will
give 'the Eagles added incentive
against UPS Saturday.
But UPS will also be u~
seeking revenge for last yeafs
28-16 loss in Cheney. The Loggers
may also be a little angry after
being upset on the road last week
by Cal State Hayward, 17-10...
Prediction: The Eagies will
have to be physically and emotionally ready .for this one. It will
be the Eagles toughes opponent 1
thus ar in the -season. But the
same is true for UPS. Eagles by
four ...
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Eastern Washington University
swimming team will finally have
a permanent home-Phase V, the
new swimming pool, will be
completed soon.
Meanwhile 1 Coach Eileen
O'Donnell packs the team into
vans and drives to Fairchild Air
Force Base in Spokane for workouts.
O'Donnell, who coaches both
the men's and women's teams,
welcomes 16 freshmen women

men's ,team. Schmeeckle qualiand eight freshmen men to ,this
year's team.
'
fied for the Junior Nationals, and
Doering competeli in the- NAIA
"We have a good group of
nationals champic;mships while
experienced freshmen,,, she said.
swimming for Williams College
"These are quality swimmers
last year.
who started at an early age in
good programs."
Returni g letter winners for
Suzy Koppa, Spokane, Sue
the men's team include Bernie
Shelton, Boise, and Karen Zimmerman, Yakima, joiq the team , ·Kingsly, Steve Verney, and Scott
Arneson, while the women welafter experiencing national comcome back Lisa Deck, Jeannie
petition at the junior level.
Whitely, Ann Cowley, Cheryl
Theo Schmeeckle, freshman
Webb, Sherry DuFour, Julie
from the Tri-Cities, and SophoBozzie and Lisa Amberg.
more transfer Eric Doering add
Amberg qualified for the AIAW .
big,-competition experience to the
r

•
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by Dennis Hays
Staff Writer
It won't be long before the

>

Division II diving championships
last yeat, placing in the top 20.
O'Donnell is optimistic about
her team 1s future, but r~alizes
that with so many freshman,
EWU swimming may be in-a bit
of a transition period.
"It's like a new beginning," she
said. "We do have a lot of •·
freshmen,· but they are . pretty
experienced. I think we should be
more competitive this year, an~

we should qualify some swim' mers for nationals.
"The new pool will help, she
added. "It means weean practice
here at our convenience, and
people may even get a chance to
come out and see \JS, Recognition
is always nice."
The swim team will open -their
season on November 8 when·they
travel to ,Moscow I Idaho, for the
'Idaho Relays. ·
ti
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Easter:n's Steve Pybus covered a five-mile course in 26:42 last
Saturday to lead the Eagles to a commanding victory in the Whitman
I
•
Invitational Cross Country meet at Walla Walla. EWU' No. 1 team
..
scored 35 points while Whitworth was a liistant second with 57.
'\
Team~ate Robin Hood finished in second place behind Pybus with a
, time of Z'l:06 while Eagle Jay Terry was fifth in 'n:42.
Th~ cross country team will travel to Whidbey Island this ~eekend
that the Eagles have lost junior
to run in the Fort Casey Invitational. Some 20 teams and over 250
starter Karen Sesso for the reind,ividuals are expected to compete, including the U. of Washington,
mainder of the season. Sesso fell
Central and Oregon State.
in the opening game of the
Whitworth tournament last Friday and she will undergo surgery
on her left knee Tuesclay.
'

Spikers ·defend, title

. .. '

Favored to repeat as regional
champion, EWU will launch it.s
Interstate League women's volleyball campaign this weekend in
Lewiston.
The Eagles, who competed in
the AIAW Division lI natiorud
tournament 1 st winter, will face
Idaho Friday evening at· 6 before
taking on Lewis & Clark State
· and Boise State at 11 a.m. and 2
p.m. Saturday.
The women's volleyball showdown between Eastern and Whitworth, scheduled as part of a

double-header last night at Reese
Court, was canceled after several
Whitworth players came down
with the flu.
Last weekend, the Eagles lost a
hard-fought match to the Pirates
in the Whitwqrth Invitational.
Eastern won its first five
matches then dropped a 13-15,
15-17 decision to Whitworth in the
semifinals. EWU then took third
place, beating Idaho, 15-8, 5-15,
15-5 to improve Eastern's earlyseason record to 7 wins, 4 losses.
Coach Mary Rubright reports

Karate~.

Senior Marcy Feagans, also of
Spokane, replaced Sesso and
gained praise from Rubright,
along with transfer mid-blocker
Paula Nickerson and setter
Joanne Segur.
'
'
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EWU's Karate Club is now meeting at the Robert Reid Laboratory
School on Mondays and Wednesday evenings at 5:30. Practices are
held in the gym and locker room facilities are available.
The club is open to all persons interested in learning the esthetics of
the martial arts and who enjoy a good work out. Practices last
approximately two hours and students are advised to wear loose
clothing.
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